
Tips for Developing Learning Objectives 

1. Consider the following: 

 What you would like to see the participants do back at their institutions as a direct result of attending 
this session?  

 What does our audience need to know or be able to do to bridge the gap between where they are today 
and where we want them to be tomorrow?  

 If participants could only learn three things in this session, what would those three things be? What 
would be your three take home messages?  

2. Write each objective beginning with the phrase “After participating in this session, attendees will be able 
to…”  
 

3. Choose a verb that matches the desired level of knowledge or skill (see information on Bloom’s Taxonomy 
below).  Verbs should indicate specific, measurable, and observable behaviors. 

 

4. Review each objective to make sure it is an outcome. Double check that you have not created a list of 
learning activity descriptions or agenda items (e.g. “The participants will complete a simulation on how to 
perform the XYZ procedure”). Your objectives should describe what participants will be able to know or do 
as a result of a learning experience.  

 
Bloom’s Taxonomy 
 
Benjamin Bloom created a classification of the different levels of thinking, from least complex to most complex:  
 

Knowledge  
(knowing the names of things)  
Verbs: Name, list, label, state, define, describe, recall 
 
Comprehension  
(understanding things)  
Verbs: Compare, contrast, identify, classify, explain  
 
Application  
(applying knowledge to things)  
Verbs: Perform, demonstrate, use, apply, interpret  
 
Analysis  
(breaking things down into their component parts)  
Verbs: Categorize, diagram, differentiate 
 
Synthesis  
(combining individual parts to make something new)  
Verbs: Design, compose, create 
 
Evaluation  
(making judgments)  
Verbs: Choose, predict, judge, evaluate, reject  

Adapted from information provided by Christina Tushman, Independent Performance & Learning Consultant,   
CLT Consulting LLC 



 

UCSD List of Verbs for Formulating Educational Objectives 
The following verbs have been found to be effective in formulating educational objectives: 
 

1. Those that communicate knowledge: 

Information: 

cite identify quote relate tabulate count 
indicate read repeat tell define list 
recite select trace describe name recognize 
state update draw point record summarize 
write           

Comprehension: 

assess contrast distinguish interpolate restate associate 
demonstrate estimate interpret review classify describe 
estimate interpret review translate compare differentiate 
express predict compute discuss extrapolate report 

Application: 

apply employ match relate sketch calculate 
examine operate report solve choose illustrate 
order restate translate complete interpolate practice 
review treat demonstrate interpret predict schedule 
use develop locate prescribe select utilize 

Analysis: 

analyze criticize diagram infer question appraise 
debate differentiate inspect separate contract deduce 
distinguish inventory separate contrast detect experiment 
measure           

Synthesis: 

arrange construct formulate organize produce assemble 
create generalize plan propose collect design 
integrate prepare specify combine detect manage 
prescribe validate compose document     

Evaluation: 

appraise critique evaluate rank score assess 
decide grade rate select choose determine 
judge recommend test compare estimate measure 
revise           

 

2. Those that impart skills: 

demonstrate hold massage pass visualize diagnose 
integrate measure write diagram internalize operate 
project empathize palpate record listen   

 

3. Those that convey attitudes: 

acquire exemplify plan reflect transfer consider 
modify realize revise       

 

These words are better avoided: 

Those that are often used but are open to many interpretations: 

appreciate have faith in know learn understand believe 

 


